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Chocolate Chip Cookies recipe 
To make a batch of at least 13 chocolate chip cookies you’ll need to have on hand:  
160gm room temperature Butter split into two lots of 80g and 1 egg. 
 

Get this   with these    and do this to them  
160gm butter Mixer bowl  Measure out two lots of 80g room temperature butter   
To brown the butter: Small pot  Melt 80g of butter in a pot on the stove medium heat.  

     Hint: Once melted give it a stir to stop it from sticking to the bottom  
   Cook 2-3 minutes – it will bubble up, go quiet and will go brown. 

It will continue to brown, so take it off the heat. 
Hint: stay focused as time will go quickly and black butter = burnt = yuck   

Set it aside to cool down.  
  

Bag Sweeteners + Electric mixer*   Cream the other 80g butter with an electric mixer until softened, 2 
minutes. Slowly add the bag of sweeteners to the butter in the 
mixer bowl. Continue to cream until light and fluffy 

How epic do you want your cookies? 

I’m in a rush  I have time to make these next level!  *I haven’t got a mixer 
 

Skip to the next 
step.   
Hint: make a mental 
note for next time   

 
  

Cream the butter and sweeteners for approx. 8 
minutes until really light and fluffy. Keep going 
until there are no streaks of butter showing and 
there’s lots of air throughout the mixture.  

 
 

Use a spatula and give it 
a vigorous mixing to get 
the air into it. 

 
1 egg + brown butter mix   Add in 1 egg and the cooled brown butter until just incorporated.  
Flavour pottle (if you’ve purchased one)  Add in the flavoured inulin and mix.  Hint: the mixture won’t be smooth. 
 

Dry ingredients bag Mixer*  With your mixer on low, tip in half of the dry ingredients bag.   
    Mix until just incorporated then tip in the other half of the bag. 

   Spatula  Stop the mixer and scrape down the sides.  
 

Bag of Chocolate Rolling pin Roll over the bag of chocolate to break it into bits.  
     Fold the chocolate into the dough. 
 

Decide when you want to bake your cookies …  

Yesterday  Bake after chilling (for best results)  Bake later from frozen 
 

Skip to the 
next step.  
Hint: make a 
mental note for 
next time to 
chill the dough 
as it works out 
way better. 

 
 

You’ll need: 
Cling film 
Oven 180C  
Oven tray 
Baking paper 

    

  

Cover the bowl with cling film 
Refrigerate for 1 hr. 
After an hour   
Preheat oven to 180 C and  
Line a tray with baking paper. 
      Hint: avoid using silicon mats as the 
      cookies won’t spread at all. 

 
 

Shape into desired size on a tray 
and freeze. 
  Hint: flatter = crisper cookies 
  thicker = cakier cookies.  

Store in a zip lock bag. 
Hint: write on bag 180 C &  
~ 12 mins (flat crisp) 
~ 14 mins (thicker jumbo size) 

 

Using a knife, divide up the dough into 18 portions for 9cm cookies or 12 portions for larger cookies. 
Place the dough onto the baking tray leaving space between them.  
 Hint: The cookies will spread during baking (3cm dough becomes 5cm)  
 

Decide how you like your cookies …  

Cakier  Crispier   
Shape the cookies without flattening the dough.  
Bake the dough ultra-chilled. 

 Get the dough down to room temperature. 
Really flatten the cookies down between two 
layers of baking paper using a flat bottomed glass. 

 

Bake in the middle of the oven (pre-heated to 180C)  
10 mins for 9cm cookies OR 12 mins for larger cookies + 5 mins at 160C to bake the centre. 
Allow the cookies to cool on the trays for a few hours to firm up. 
 

Storage: For cakier, 4 days in the pantry / For crispier, 14 days in the fridge / 3 months in the freezer. 
Make it again: Order the Chocolate Chip Cookie recipe pack here 

https://ketostore.nz/products/chocolate-chip-cookies

